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Ans'rucr

An internally consistent model has been developed to describe the partitioning of Fe2*-
Mg among olivine, ilmenite, and spinel in the system Fe-Mg-Ti-Si-O that is also consistent
with the Fe-Ti exchange and oxidation of ilmenite-magnetite. Additional Fe-Mg exchange
experiments between olivine and ilmenite were conducted at high temperatures to reduce
the amount of extrapolation among previous calibrations. The ilmenite model is based on
an asymmetric multicomponent Margules solution. The solution models for spinels are
based on a Taylor series expansion with (l) a modified Akimoto-type cation distribution
and (2) a model that incorporates site mixing of the cations. Both adequately describe the
activity-composition relations of the spinels given existing data. In addition to providing
thermometric information, the Fe2*-Mg partitioning between olivine and oxide can be
used to obtain qualitative T-f, paths for one oxide * olivine + qua;rtz assemblages.

INrnonucrroN

The application to natural samples of thermometers
and barometers based on assemblages of two oxides (il-
menite, spinel) * olivine has been hampered by the un-
certainty of the effect of minor elements on calculated
temperatures and oxygen fugacities. We have extended
the calibration of these thermometers and barometers by
refining solution models for ilmenite and spinel that ex-
plicitly include Mg and Mn. Although this paper deals
with Mg and the effects of Mn are presented elsewhere
(Kress et al., in preparation), the models are internally
consistent because all the data (see below) were fitted si-
multaneously. The overall effect of minor elements (i.e.,
Al, Cr, Mn) on ilmenite-spinel geothermometry and O
barometry is discussed elsewhere (Andersen, 1988).

Solution parameters were derived using a combination
of nonlinear least-squares and linear programming. The
advantages of using a large multiphase data set are that
an internally consistent set ofparameters can be derived,
and the compositional range over which the model is
valid is extended. We have not included the efects of
nonstoichiometry on the solution properties because most
rocks have formed at a pressure where the defect concen-
tration should be low and most petrologists do not ana-
lyze for defects. A model that explicitly incorporates
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defects, while theoretically desirable, will have limited
usefulness until the defect concentrations are routinely
determined.

In this paper, we present new data on the Fe-Mg par-
titioning between il." and ol"" (Table l) and models for the
solution properties of magnesium oxides that are consis-
tent with the olivine solution model of Davidson and
Mukhopadhyay (198a). Following Andersen and Linds-
ley (1988), we have simultaneously derived two spinel
models, one in a modified Akimoto type and the other is
based on site mixing. Both adequately describe the mul-
tiphase equilibrium data. The site model also describes
the known site-distribution data, whereas the Akimoto
model permits a simpler computation of the macroscopic
properties.

The models presented here can also be used to deter-
mine T-f, relations for ol"" * oxide"" + quartz assem-
blages. Although the relative temperature insensitivity of
the Fe-Mg partitioning between ol*-oxide* and il.u-sp""
yields large uncertainties in absolute values of tempera-
ture, the assemblage ol"" + oxide* + qtz can provide
qualitative constraints on temperature and "for. This is
tested using existing experimental data on the assemblage
o l " , + i 1 " " * q t z .

As with any solution model based on exchange data,
the reader is cautioned against extracting activities of in-
dividual components. The uncertainties of the individual
activities are much gtreater than the uncertainties of the
differences between the activities.
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TaBLE 1. Definitions and abbreviations

rarx: site fraction ot i on the tetrahedral site, such that ) trr.1. : 1

I6rX: site fraction of I on the octahedral site, such that > 1614 : 1

d: site multiplicity
?r: activity coefticient of i
a,: activity of component i, a,: Xi 1i

arm : armalcolite, (Mg,Fe,*)Ti,Os
fa: fayalite, FerSiOo

FHQ : tayalite-hematite-quartz equilibrium
FMQ : fayalite-magnetite-quartz buffer

fo,: oxygen fugacity
fo : forsterite, MgrSiO4
G: molar Gibbs energy

GP: G of stoichiometric end-member i
6 : nonconfigurational component of G

d, dt,6r: coefiicients of Taylor series expansion of e
gk : geikielite, MgTiO3

hem : hematite, Fe,Og
il : ilmenite, FeTiO3

il"": R3 ilmenite in the system FeTiO3-MgTiO3-FerO3
MH : magnetite-hematite buffer
mgf : magnesium ferrite, MgFerO4
mt: magnetite, Fe3O1
/V : number of moles of chemical comoonent i

ol"" : olivine in the system Fe.SiOn-MgrSiOo
P: pressure, bars

qan : qandilite, Mg,TiOn
QIF : quartz-iron-fayalite buffer

QUIIF: quartz + ulv6spinel : ilmenite + fayalite
qtz : quartz, SiO,

R : gas constant (8,3143 J/mol K)
S-"r : configurational entropy
sp"": spinel solid solution in the system Fe.On-FerTiOn-MgFe.Oo-

Mg.TiO.
f : temperature (K)

usp : ulvospinel, Fe,TiO4
Wa: Margules type terms to describe nonideal mixing
X: mole fraction of i
pi: chemical potential of component i

pi : nonconfigurational @mponent of the chemical potential
Apr' : diflerence in chemical potentials for exchange or reciprocal

reactions

hnvrous wonx
The ol""-il"" thermometer has been calibrated by Bishop

(1976) and Andersen and Lindsley (1981). The experi-
ments of Bishop (1976, 1979) were conducted at high
pressure and temperature (895- 1436 "C, l3 kbar), where-
as those ofAndersen and Lindsley (1979, l98l) were con-
ducted at relatively low temperatures (700-1000 .C, I
kbar, 800-900 qC, 13 kbar). In order to resolve differ-
ences in extrapolating these two calibrations to regions
outside the range ofthe respective experimental data, ad-
ditional experiments have been perfiormed at high tem-
peratures and low pressures (1200 "C, I atm).

The partitioning of Fer+-Mg between il""-sp"" was pre-
viously measured by Pinckney and Lindsley (1976),
Johnson et al. (1971), and Speidel (1970). The experi-
ments of Pinckney and Lindsley (1976) were conducted
at relatively low temperatures (700- 1000.C, I kbar) with
low Mg contents, and the compositions were reversed,
but in the experiments ofSpeidel (1970), carried out at
high temperatures (1160-1300'C), compositions were
not reversed and the spinels may not have been stoichio-

metric. Johnson et al. (1971) studied the system MgO-
FeO-TiO, at I 300 'C in the presence of metallic Fe, thus
minimizing the Fe3* content, but both the il"" and sp"" are
nonstoichiometric.

The partitioning of Fe,*-Mg between ol"" and spss can
be described in terms of the equations for ol".-il". and il."-
sp". and provides additional constraints on the models
for ol"" and sp"". Experiments on olss-spss have been con-
ducted in the Ti-free system by Jamieson and Roedder
(1984), whereas Rawson and Irvine (1980) and Hill and
Sack (1987) have included Ti in the spinels. Both Jamie-
son and Roedder (1984) and Hill and Sack (1987) re-
versed the composition of ol". and sp"", although the spi-
nels in the experiments of Jamieson and Roedder may
not be stoichiometric. The experiments of Rawson and
Irvine (1980) were not reversed and the direction of re-
action is unknown.

Both Bishop (1979) and Andersen and Lindsley ( 198 l)
presented models for i1.". Bishop (1976, 1979) assumed a
model for olivine and fitted FeTiO,-MgTiO. as a strictly
regular solution, ignoring the effects of Fe3* in the ilmen-
ite. Andersen and Lindsley (1979, l98l) modeled ol"" as
a binary solution and il"" as an asymmetric ternary Mar-
gules solution, accounting for the effects ofFe3* by using
the data of Pinckney and Lindsley (1976) on Mg-i1""-sp,..

Previous solution models for the solution properties of
iron-magnesium spinel have used either an assumed cat-
ion distribution (e.g., Andersen and Lindsley, I 98 l; Sack,
1982; Eng1, 1983) or a model based on the available cat-
ion distribution data to account for the effects ofcation
disorder in the configurational entropy (e.g., O'Neill and
Navrotsky, 1983, 1984, IJrusov, 1983; Lehmann and
Roux, 1984). Andersen and Lindsley (1981) made a sim-
plifying assumption that iron-magnesium-titanium spi-
nels can be described in terms of the ternary, FerOo-
FerTiOo-MgrTiOo, ignoring reciprocal solution effects.
Sack (1982), using available data on spinels and ol""-sp"",
devised a model for multicomponent spinels in the sys-
tem Fe-Mg-Al-Cr-Ti-O, but, because of limited data, was
forced to make a number of simplifoing assumptions. Engi
(1983) modeled (Mg,Fe)(Al,Cr),Oo spinel with a distri-
bution-of-species approach and a reciprocal salt formu-
lation, the latter requiring terms that are substantially
larger in magnitude and more complex in functional form
than the speciation model. Although a distribution-of-
species approach has many merits, in order to reduce the
number of terms in the formulation, it requires a number
of assumptions that are difficult to justifr for chemically
complex spinels.

O'Neill and Navrotsky (198a) presented a model for
spinels that is compatible with most cation distribution
data. The approach of Urusov (1983) for binary spinels
is similar in functional form to that of O'Neill and Nav-
rotsky (1984), although the assumptions used in each
model are somewhat different (Navrotsky 1984; Urusov,
1984). However, Trestman-Matts et al. (1983) were not
able to fit their cation distribution data for Fe.Oo-FerTiOo
spinels to this model without adding an empirical term
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to the model. Jamieson and Roedder (1984) modeled their
data using an asymmetric Margules solution for spinel,
assuming that olivine is ideal at the temperature of their
experiments. Johnston and Beckett (1986) found that the
data ofJamieson and Roedder (1984) are better described
using the spinel model of O'Neill and Navrotsky (1983,
l 984).

Johnson et al. (1971) calculated qualilative activity-
composition relations for (Fe,Mg)rTiOo spinel and
(Fe,Mg)TiO, ilmenite using their phase equilibrium data
and an activity model for magnesiowiistite and found
positive deviations from ideality. However, because of
the nonstoichiometry in both the ilmenite and spinel, these
data are of limited value in models that do not accounr
for nonstoichiometry.

Grnns FREE ENERGy

The free energy ofa solid solution can be written as

Gtoer:G*-  ? ' ,S"onr

where G*, the nonconfigurational energy, includes both
ideal and excess contributions to the free energy,

G* : G,u"o, * G"*"""" (l)

which can be written as a Taylor series expansion:

G* :g f+ ) xg i+ )

where the summation is over n independent components.
G"."""" (Eq. l) is modeled as a multicomponent asym-

metric Margules solution (Wohl, 1946, 1953; Andersen
and Lindsley, l98l)

* 4 P-, o.),,,',*r/o' (3)

Expressions for the activity coefficients for an n com-
ponent system derived from Equation 3 are then

aRZln(7"):4 n,,,
I.lx,x,1x, - xt + l) -
| -.^*"

I
.x^Iq(2xj - X, * D + Qt(Xj - 2X, + l)ll

J
r S S  S' Z / Z / Z l

i  j , j+ i  k,k+i , j

.wuulx,XiXr, - 
^2"

.x_(QX/r + Q,XX. + Q,XX)I (4)

where Q, is a term related to 0X,/0X^ and Q, : | (m :
i ) ,  - l  (n  :  i ) ,0  (m + i ,  n  + i ) .

The configurational entropy, S**, for molecular mix-
ing can be written as

S.""i: -aR 
2 4n6)

where X, is the mole fraction of component r, and a is a
constant related to the site multiplicity. For a multisite
phase with random mixing of cations on each site, the
configurational entropy can be written as (Thompson,
1969, 1970',)

S"onr: -R 
) ) b,n,.,ln(n,.) (5)

where b" is the number of sites (s) per formula unit and
n,." is the fraction of n, on site s. For sp"" and il*, models
for the configurational entropy will be developed using
Equation 5, with various approximations to the site oc-
cupancres.

Or-rvrNn

We have chosen to use the solution model of Davidson
and Mukhopadhyay (1984) to permit extension of our
results to Ca-bearing olivine and pyroxene. For the bi-
nary, FerSiOo-MgrSiOo, the model of Darridson and Mu-
khopadhyay is nearly equivalent to a symmetric Mar-
gules model wfih W: 7 kJ and a: 2.

L,unNrrr CRYSTAL cHEMrsrRY

Pure hematite has the disordered R3c structure (Pau-
ling and Hendricks, 1925), whereas pure ilmenite and
geikielite have the ordered R3 structure (Barth and Pos-
njak, 19341, Wechsler and Navrotsky, 1984) with distinct
A and B layers; ilmenite appears to retain this structure
at least up to 1050 "tC (Wechsler,1978). At higher tem-
peratures there is complete solid solution between ilmen-
ite and hematite, implying that both have the same struc-
ture (Ishikawa, 1958). flowever, only ilmenite close to
the (Fe,Mg)TiO, join is considered here; it should have
crystallized in the ordered R3 form.

The expression for the configurational entropy, S-.r (Eq.
5), assuming a random mixing of cations on each site
with Fe2* and Mg cations on the A site, Ti restricted to
the B site, and Fe3* mixing on both sites (Rumble, 1970,
1977), reduces to

S*'r

: -R{X'ln[X'(Xu + X*)] + X*lnlX*(X,, * X,*)l

+ 2xh"^ln(&"-)).

For the binaries, this is equivalent to a molecular model
with a : I for FeTiOr-MgTiO, and a : 2 for FerOr-
FeTiO, and FerOr-MgTiO..

Activity expressions for il* are then

2 x,X,si

(2)+> >Zxx,x,,s iu
i :2  i : i  k : i

G","".. : 
| )*, 

w rxx,(., . + r),, *-)
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RZln(a,,): R?"ln[X'(X' + XJ] + RZln(7u)

RZln(a,J: RZln[Xo(X,, + XJ] + R?"ln(7.*)

RIln(an.j : RIln(Xfr".) * RZln(1n"-)

where RZ ln(7") is derived from Equation 4.

SprNrr, cRysrAL cHEMrsrRy

Sack (1982), in a thermodynamic treatment of spinels
in the system Fe-Mg-Al-Cr-Ti-O, expanded G* (Eq. l) as
a third degree polynomial in terms of composition but
because of a limited amount of data was forced to make
a number of simplifying assumptions. Because our
knowledge of the cation distribution in spinels containing
Fe2*, Fe3*, Mg, and Ti is incomplete, especially for com-
positions within the pseudoquaternary FerOo-FerTiOo-
MgFerOo-MgrTiO4, the same general form as that of Sack
(1982) will be followed as a first approximation, except
that iron-magnesium spinel will not be considered ideal.
As a second approximation, the effects of order-disorder
on the configurational entropy will be considered. For
both models, the cubic-tetragonal transition for MgrTiOo
at 660 + 20 "C (which is metastable relative to MgTiO3
+ MgO below 947 qC at I bar, Akimoto and Syono,
1967) will be ignored.

Monrrrr'o Axruoro MoDEL
Only two independent variables are necessary to de-

scribe the composition of a stoichiometric spinel in the
system Fe2+-Fe3+-Mg-Ti because of the constraints of mass
and charge balance. If i{r, and N"n, are taken as the in-
dependent variables, then the compositional variables for
the expansion ofG* (Eq. 2) are defined as

Y, :  N, ,
Xr :  N*r .

The remaining compositional variables in terms of X,
and X, are then

Nr** :  I  + f f ,  -  Nrr :  |  -  X3 + X2

and

N p " : * : 2 - z N r ; : 2 - 2 X ,

where the sum of the cations is given by

-ly'p"z* * Np.:* * ly'r, * i{r, : 3.

As a first approximation to the cation distributions, we
will consider that the spinel is perfectly inverse, Ti always
replaces Fe3* in the octahedral site (Akimoto, 1954), and
Fe2* and Mg are randomly distributed between the oc-
tahedral and tetrahedral sites, i.e.,

I4txFe2+I6tXME/161 Xp.z*IatX*" : l.

The site occupancies may then be calculated using the
total site occupancy

Ialxo"z* * tatXe.t* * t4tx*s: I
t6lXp"z* lt6lXp"r* -F tolXMc * l6lxr. : I

and mass balance constraints,

Np.:* : IalXr"r* * 2l6lXo.r,

N."t : tolXr"t* * 2l6lXr"t*

Nrr: tolXr, I 2I61Xu"

N'': )Is)f'

yielding

IatXp"z*: Xr(l + Xz ^ X)/(l + Xr)
r tXF&+: (l _ Xr)
IctXue-- (x2x)/(l + xr)

t6txF&*: t/z(l + X' - x3)/0 + x2)
t6lXn:*: Vz(l - Xr)
I6tX.".e: y2&/(l + Xr)
t6txr : t/2X2. (6)

The expression for S"on, (Eq. 5), combined with the defi-
nitions for the site occupancies (Eq. 6), expands to

s*",: -R{x,(l + x, - x)/(l + x,)
'lnlX,(l * X,- X)/(l + X,)l

+ (l - X,)ln(l - X,)

+ X>X3/(l * Xr)lnlXrX./(l + Xr)l

+ (l + x, - \)/(r + x,)
. ln[(l + X2- X)/(r + X2)]

+ (l - X,)ln(l - X,) + Xj/(l + X2)

.lnlX.,/(l + X)l + X,ln(X,) - 2 ln(2)j.

The nonconfrgurational energy, G*, is expanded as a
third-degree power series (Eq. 2) in terms of the indepen-
dent compositional variables, X, and X.. This expansion
for G* includes the free energy of ideal mixing (including
reciprocal solution effects) and the excess free energy. The
meanings of the individ*l dncan be determined by fix-
ing the compositions to be those of the end-members and
binaries and assuming that G"-** is similar in form to
Equation 3, yielding (definitions of the 8fi are listed in
Table 2, see also Lindsley et al., 1990).

G* : GF"roo 0 - X, - Xr) + Gl.zrioqXz * G!r"r.ro{,
- Lp\X,\ - VzAploXrX3(l + X2 - L)
+ wnx2(l - xr)(x2 - \)
+ w^x2(l - xr)(l - x2 + x3)
+wBx3( l  *  Xr-  x3NX3- xr)
+ w3tx3(1 * x' - x3)0 - \)
+ aw4x2x3(x' - t) (7)

where the subscripts for the W terms are defined as I :
magnetite, 2 : ulvdspinel, 3 : magnesium ferrite, and
q : qandilite. This yields three end-member energies
(G f.roo, G f"r-on, and G ilsr."2o), one reciprocal term, Ap fr,
which is the energy difference for the reciprocal exchange

FerOo + t/zMg,TiOo: MgFerOo * YzFerTiOo
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TABLE 2. Definition of G* in terms of end-member and excess
energies for the modified Akirnoto model

9i :  GL"o.
g2: Gi.,a, - GAo, + Wo
gi : Gi,g,"". - G;."o. + W.,
g2r- W," - 2W",

9L: -LpL - V2Lp'4 - LW* + W, - W," + W21 - W12
git: W," - 2W",

9i"": W", - Wr"
gL": -Vz\t'"o I W," - W1 - W$ + LWlo

S ' * :V2AqL+2wF-  W1
9lg": W", - W"
Lpi" - h(Gir'., - Gil*1oJ + GilsF%o. - G;%o.

ApL : (G i..,o, * Gil*n,o.) - (Gi,.er""drp. * Gir"nrqr**rqrio)
LWos: W* - Wn

and a Bragg-Williams type ordering term, Apfo, for the
mixing of (Mg,Fe)rTiO. spinels,

{4lFe2+ 16llr€2+ r6lTio4 + r4rMg FlMg r6rTiO+

: rarFe2+ r6rMg{6rTio4 { rrrl\r[gro]pgz+ rolTio+.

As noted by Sack (1982), the assumption of random mix-
ing of Fe'z*-Mg does not constrain the value of Ap]i. The
four possible binaries would yield eight asymmetric bi-
nary coemcients, ofwhich only five are independent be-
cause there are only ten terms in the expansion of G*.
We have chosen to define G* in terms of the binaries
FerOo-FerTiO u (W' and W rr), F e rO o-MgF e rO o (W, and
Wrr), and a term for the diference of MgFerOu-MgrTiOo
(AZnr) where

OWnr: Wo, - Wu.

The two asymmetric W terms for MgFerOo-MgrTiOo are
not indep€ndent ofthe others or

Wro= Apl, - 2AWe + 2W2t - Wn

and

Wot: Ap\ - AWqt + 2W2t - Wrr.

This is similar to Sack (1982), except for the inclusion of
glrand gf* in the expansion of Equation 2, which if zero,
would require W,r: Wr, : 0.

Activity expressions can then be derived using (Sack,
1982 and Darken and Gurry, 1953)

t r t :G+> ( ,U -X ) ( \G /AX)

where { is the numbeilr -orc, or *,np"*"t i (fio(:]
the set of linearly independent components, X, and Xt).
Since

AGP:  p? :  p I  -  2R7" ln (2)  (9 )

and

pi - p?: R?' ln(ai) (10)

application ofEquations 8, 9, and l0 leads to the activity
expressions in Table 3.

TAELE 3. Activity expressions for spinels using the Akimoto model

Rf h(aF""o): In[(1 + X, - X"X1 - X)31(1 + x,ll
+ Y2LqLX2X',( + 2k - 2X.)
+ Lpi."X"X" + W1,UXy - X)11 - 2X)
+ w21&f2x2/J. - x) + xd2x2 - 1ll
+ wBxd2\ - 2k - lxxs - x2)
+ w3'xJD(d1 + &- X"l- x2l+ awd,x2x{1 -2x")

Rf h(a,e,io) :2ln[X2!J. + X, - \ll(1 + X,ll
+ 1/zap'aX{(\ - X,J1 - 2x) - 11
+ apax{x, - 1) + w141 - x2)
-I2X41 - X2+ Xs) - X3l
+ W21(1 - 2x2X1 - XrXl - X, + xrl
+ WnXslIl + 4X" - X"IY,X" - xJ - 1)
+ w3'x311 + (\ - x)l'l - 2x)l
+ At/v€xd1 - 2xtx2 - 1)

R7ln(aMs,eo):|n[Xd1 - X"YI( + XJI + thApffi1 + X"- X")
'12\-1)+ ArtLXdXs-1)
+ wl2xrl(x2- xlJt2x2 - 1) + x' - 1l
+ W21XrI{J + D(t1 - X,) + XJ2X, - 1)l
+ wn(1 + vu - \)[2xd1 + x2 - \l - x2l
+ yy31(1 + x'- xox2\ - l)(x. - 1)
+ aw$x2lx{1 - 2x) + x' - 1'l

Rrfn(aMq.ro.):2In[X,XJ( + X2l]+ Lpff1 + X"- X")
' lX , (X" -1) -V2\ l
+ 4"i{,X, - 1XX" - 2l + W{X,- 1)
. I2X4X, -Xu)+X. l
+ w^(1 - k)11 + (\ - &N1 - 2x,)l
+ 4"0 + k - X)12(1 - X"XX. - X) + Xsl
+ ury3'(1 + h- x"\x"-2x2xs-1)
+ ar,vJl - x)a2x4x9 - 1) - x.l

SprNpr, srrE MrxrNG

The modified Akimoto model is adequate to explain
the macroscopic properties of spinel in equilibrium with
ilmenite but is based on an assumed cation distribution
for the spinel that is inadequate given the recent work of
Wu and Mason (1981) and Trestman-Matts et al. (1983,
1984). In this section, an alternative expression for the
mixing properties of spinel is developed using cation dis-
tribution data.

With the assumption that Ti is restricted to the octa-
hedral site (de Grave et al., 1975; Wechsler et al., 1984)
and that Fe2*, Fe3*, and Mg are disordered between the
octahedral and tetrahedral sites but are randomly mixed
on each (i.e., no short-range order), then the cation dis-
tribution can be described by adding two paramet€rs to
the expansion of G*. The order parameters chosen are

Xo -- vlY"t*

and
X': Itt){*

corresponding to the tetrahedral site occupancies ofFe3+
and Mg, respectively. The remaining site occupancies can
then be written in terms of Xn and X, as

r4txFez+: | - xo- xs

I6rXp"z* : lr{X, - X3 + X4 + Xs)

t6txFer*: vz(Z - 2X' - Xo)

t6lxMs: lz(Xt - Xt)

6)(ti : t/zxz.

The configurational entropy Gq. 5) expaRds to
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TABLE 4. Definition of G- for the model incorporating site mixing
in spinels

gf : G[1eaqq5o"*e.

9! : Gi,.*r"r*r.rio. - Grlrr**6p.tro + WF. + y2(Wh - W2)

9 j : A p | - W 1 1  + W 1 3

g i :  Lp i l  +  Wa

9.' : Apit - Apio + Wl1 + W1. - W13

95": -W," - %(Wo - W,")

Sh: W. - WMs + W.A

9L: Vz(W," 't Wz) - W," - Wr,
SL: N& - Atrh + Nti, - Wr + Wh - W13

9it: - W,"
gio: Wt, - W3 I W*
gi,: Wt - Wr" - Wn + 2WB + Wx

9 io :  -Wt ,

giu: -2Wt * Wr" - Ws I W4 - W13

9is: -Wr, I Wrs - Wn + Wn - Wr" - Wn

9L":  Wo -  W,"
Ap ir : G irro*rerr*+r6rFd+o. - G irr**prr.i*o.
Ap!5 : G ip6rplsn1qe4*e, - G f,Mnlelp"3*q.

Api, : Girr*.e"nprFd*o. - GiFd*",rd*",rd*o.

Apfl : Gil"no.a*ea'e, - Gilr4*1"1qr,or,6.

W.:Vz(Wp + W2)
W"n: Vz(Wa * Wqz)

S*",: -R{(l - Xo - x')ln(l - Xo - X,)

+ XoIn(Xo) + Xrln(X,)

+ ( x r - x 3 + x 4 + x s )

. ln l (Xr-  Xr*  X4+ Xs) /21

+ (2 - 2X, - X)ln(l - X, - X4/2)

+ (X, - X,)lnl(X, - X,)/21+ X,ln(X,/2)\.

The nonconfigurational energy, G*, is derived from a
second degree Taylor expansion ofEquation 2. [A third
degree lerm, gfrr, has been added to fit the mt",-i|". data
(see Andersen and Lindsley, 1988).1 The simplest inter-
pretation of the gf coefficients in this expansion is in
terms of mixing between the various end-members, in-
cluding the inverse and normal cation distributions for
the 2-3 spinels. The definitions in Table 4 result from the
treatment of FerOo-MgFerOo as a symmetric quaternary
and FerOo-FerTiOo and MgFerOo-MgrTiOo as asymmet-
ric ternaries (using G"**"" as defined by Equation 3). Re-
written in terms of the end-member and nonideal terms,

G* : Gf4r.t*rorrel+60(l - Xr) + G{e6"2+ra6"z+rat^1i6aXz

+ Ap'ftlXo + X,(l - Xr)l + Nr!,X.

+ Ap\X,(X2 - l) + Ap.liX2X,

+ W1I(X4 + XrXl - X, t X, - Xo - Xr) - Xrl

+ wixs(l - Xo - Xr)

+ wrl(x3 - xr)(l - xs - x4) + x5x2l

+ w3x5(x4 + x5 - x3)

+ wB(x3 - X')(Xr - X' * X4 + Xs)

+ wrxs(x3 - x5)

* t/zW,2X2lXo - (1 - Xr)(l - 2xr)l

I YzW^Xrf,Xo + (l - Xr)(l - 2X,)l

+ wF"xr(l - X, * Xr - x) - w-"Xrxr.

As in the previous section, the remaining lZ terms for
MgFerOo-MgrTiOo can then be written in terms of the
others, or

Wro: W*" - Vz(Wr, - Wrt)

W$: Wus-t Yz(Wr, - Wrr)

Wro: W*" - Wu" + Apfr - Apfi

- A p d - W r t W n + W D

We: Wug - Wr. i Apfi - Arrfi

- A p t - W u l W B + W ^

and

Wsso: Wr, - Wrr'

For internal equilibrium, the free energy of the solution
is at a minimum with respect to the order parameters, X4
and X5, or

(dG/ax)x,.x,.x,

: 0

: RTln{Xo(X, + X4 + X, - Xr)

+[(l - xo - x)(2 - 2x, - x,)])

+ Apfr + W1{l - X, I X3 - 2Xo - 2X')

- WnX, + Wb(Xs - X3)

+ w1xs + wB(x3 - xs)

+ XrlY2(Wn+ W2tX2) - Wo.l (l l)

and

(aG/ax)*r.*r.*o

: 0

: RTln{Xr(X, + X4 + X, - Xr)

+ ( l - x 4 - x ) ( x 3 - x ' ) 1 )

+ (Apf' - Apl)(l - X,)

* Apl,X, + w\(l - xo + 2xs)

+ wr(l - x, * x3 - 2xo - 2Xr)

+ w t u ( x 2 - x 3 - l + x 4 + 2 x s )

+ w3(2x3 - x2 - 2x4 - 2x5)

+ WB(X4 + 2Xs - X) + Wy(X3 - 2X,). (12)
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Activity expressions can then be derived using Equa-
tion 8, where the standard state is defined as that ofthe
pure component at the temperature and pressure of in-
terest (Eq. l0); these expressions are listed in Table 5.

INrn q,cnysrALLrNE sprNEL EeurLrBRrA
The site occupancy data for FerOo-FerTiOo and Mg-

FerOo-MgrTiOo (see below) can be fitted to Equations I I
and 12 using a conventional least-squares approach. The
data for FerOo-MgFerOo, however, are nonlinear because
only the valence ratio of t6lFe is known (see below), re-
quiring the simultaneous solution of Equations I I and
12. A modified version of the Simplex method (Nedler
and Mead, 1965) was used to minimize

where X, and x, are the measured and calculated order
parameters for data set l. Although this method does not
give the uncertainties in the parameters, the overall error
of the function can be estimated from the standard de-
viation of the residuals. Systematic biases in the model
can be detected from plots of the original data and model
values. The values for the best solution in terms of the
minimum number of parameters are listed in Table 6.
The terms (Wr. - WMe + WB) and, W' are independent
ofthe cation distribution and were derived from the data
on sp".-il"" and sp""-oI"".

There have been numerous studies on the cation dis-
tribution of MgFerOo. Estimates of the tetrahedral site
occupancy fs1 t+lpsr+ vs. temperature taken from the lit-
erature are shown in Figure l, along with the calculated
curve. These are based on X-ray and magnetic measure-
ments, and although they show some scatter, they are in
general agreement. The relatively poor fit (o"nr.roo : 0.021)
is not surprising given the spread of the data (Fig. l),
which may result from either reequilibration of the cation
distribution during the quench or possible nonstoichiom-
etry in the spinels.

Recent measurements of the variation of the Seebeck
coefficient with temperature (Wu and Mason, l98l;
Trestman-Matts et al., 1983) have shown that the octa-
hedral valence ratio (OVR : r61Fe2+/t61Fe3+) for FerOo-
FerTiOo spinels varies with temperature and composi-
tion. The site occupancies can then be calculated from
composition and mass balance constraints. Using the same
technique, Trestman-Matts et al. (1984) measured the
Seebeck coefficient for FerOo-MgFerOo spinels for four
different compositions (Fig. 2). Unfortunately, the site
occupancies for this join cannot be explicitly calculated
using these data because the Mg distribution is unknown.
The low temperature points for FerOo-MgFerOo (Trest-
man-Matts et al., 1984) &t X*,:0.406,0.634, and 0.82,
which are shown as solid symbols in Figure 2, appear to
be anomalous because the OVR for these spinel compo-
sitions exceed the maximum possible value of 1 - X*"
and were excluded from the model. The maximum value
for the OVR in a spinel of a given Mg content occurs

TABLE 5. Activity expressions for spinels using the site mixing
model

Rf fn(aF""o): In[(1 - Xo - \ll2 - 2X" - Xo),] * G,lrr*.p,.4ro.

+ (Apit - Ltr's - Nti)XzXu + Wr(\ + Xs)
- (X " -  X "+  X4+  Xs )
+ W,"[(& + X,l(X" - \) - X,XJ + WdG(X1 + Xs)
+ w,sXu(X" - Xo - )G)
+ WxXd\X. - Xsl + W1d\ - X"l{X" - X" - Xo - \)
+ Y2W,2X2[X44X2 - 3) - X.]
+ V2W21X2\X2(3 - 4X2) - X4l
+ WF.X2(X2- \+ X)t W*'X2X"- 1rl*o.

Rffn(aF.,ro):ln[(1 - Xn- X'NX2+ X4+ Xs- \)X2l+ Gir**rq.e*rcnio.
+ (Apit - Ap\ - A.1rl,)X"(X, - 1) - W1,(X4 + X.)
( 1  -  X 2 +  X " -  X o -  & )

+ wrsl(x4 + x"xx" - x5) + xs{l' - x)l
+ w#x5(x4 + x5)
+ w15x5(xs - X. -X") + w,J\ - x5l
.(1 - X,+ Xs- X1 - Xsl+ WQG(X.- Xs)
+ Y2W12(1 - X)IX, - (1 - X2)F - 4x,ll
+ V2W,l1 - X"llXo + ( - X)(1 - 4X)l
+ wtu(1 - x)(1 - x"+ \- x4)
+ WMsh(X2 - 1) - pP".,,o.

Rf fn(aMeFqoJ:ln[X5(2 - 2X2- X)21* Gi,.p.e,.4.6. * Api,
+ (Ari' - ApiJ[l + X2(Xs - 1)) + Aari,X"('l - X'l
+ (1 - X4- X5)1W11(\- X"- Xo- )G)+ W1.( - Xsl l
+ w13lx1i1 - x") - (1 - x4 - xsllxs - x.)l
+ (1 - X5llw13(x4 + x. - x") + w3s(\ - xsll
+ wn(x. - x)(x" - x2 - x4 - x5)
+ V2W,X,IX 4X, - 3) - X.l + thwux2
. [ x , ( 3 - 4 X ) - X ]
+ WF.X 1 + X"- X"+ X4) + WM'X2(X3 - 1) - p['n.*o.

Rf ln(a;*"o): lnIX2Xs(\ - X.)] + Gi'.**,o.*r"6o. * 2Api,
+ (Api' - ApiJ(1 - XsXl - X2) + Api[& + X,(1 - X)l
+ WIl&- X"- 1- (X. + &X1 - x2+ X3- Xo- Xul l
+ t/Yr3[1 + X" - X" - x4F + xs - \l
+ x.(1 - x" + x" - x,)l
+ wis(1 - x5N1 - \- Xsl
+ wnlx4- \- xJ\x4+ \- X") l
+ W"IX" - Xs(\ - X.)l
+ wn(1 - \+ x)\x2- xs+ x4+ x5)
+ Y2W2(1 - X")lX, - (1 - &X1 - 4\)l
+ V2W21(1 - X"il\ + F - X){1 - 4X,)l
+  wF. [x2(x2-  x "+  x ' l+  1+  \ -  x1 ]
+ WM'IXa(X2 - 1) - 2X,l - pR*r,o.

when t6lXr"z* is at a maximum ?rrd I6]Xr"r* is at a mini-
mum. The minimum value for I6IXF&* : Y: and the max-
imum value for l6tXr.z, : Vr(l - Xr"), corresponding to a
completely inverse distribution. The calculated site dis-
tributions shown in Figure 2 are reasonable (dFe3o4_MsF.2o4
: 0.01 5) with the worst fit at the higher Mg contents and
lower, temperatures.

The cation distribution for MgFerOo-MgrTiOo spinels
has been measured by Tellier (1967) and de Grave et al.
(1975) and is shown in Figure 3. Compared to the FerOo-
FerTiOo binary, the data of de Grave et al. (1975) indicate
a glealer amount of l4lFe3t at a given temperature and Ti
content. The calculated curve is in fair agreement, but the
residuals (dMsFe2o4-Ms2rio. : 0.020) are not random with
respect to Xr, (Fig. 3). It is not clear whether the slight
curvature in the data of Tellier (1967) is real or is due to
the failure of the magnetic model used to determine the
cation distribution as suggested by O'Neill and Nawot-
sky (1984). In addition, any short-range order present in
MgrTiOo (Wechsler and Navrotsky, 1984) and extending
along the join with MgFerOo would introduce a compli-
cation in the model that has not been considered.

2 (X, - x,)'
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Tlele 6. Model parameters (J/mol, J/mol'Kf
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Preterred Minimum Maximum

AH-,
ASo'
AVoui'
AH*rt'
AS..ri'
AHtn..
Afrn..

Wx.E
ws,s
wv,ie
Wsa
w".0,
wr.o
wn
WtE

wr.^
W"'fi
wr.rfr
W".^tr
Lp'r,".
Api,"
Au'^
W"F
wr.rrt
W","rt
W,"
W",
A,Wn.*
A W",0"

LpL,'t
Api"t
apZ.
LtrL.*
APi,aa
Ltti.,'
Ap 3,"
WrF
W
wr,
Wti
Wt"
Wy
wr.r"l
W","l
wr.rrt
W","rl
W,"I
w"."1
W",r"a
W".on

-1.4723021E + M
1.5147428E + 01

-2.9919742E + 04
-1.4203763E + 01

llmenite
8.3486436E + 03
2.9888186E + 00

7.3621216E + 03
3.4948959E + 00

2.66083|i!6E + 04
2.6608336E + 04

Spinel (Akimolo distribuuon)
2.2323242E + 04 1.6138391E + 04
1.3994102E + 01 9.7778091E + 00
0.0000000E + 00
1.5748030E + 04
4.6175480E + 04
2.3076500E + 01
0.0000000E + 00
0.0000000E + 00
3.9471707E + 04 3.9471707E + 04
2.3178127E + 01 2.3178127E + 01

Spinel (Site mixing model)

-1.4661527E + 04
1.5187286E + 01

-9.7300000E - 02
2.9435301E + 04
4.5123501E + 00

-2.&t68547E + 04
-1.3222971E + 01

8.4055215E + 03
3.0423203E + 00
1.0800000E - 02
7.3635693E + 03
3.4959583E + 00
1.0800000E - 02
2.6651402E + 04
2.6651402E + 04
4.42048/J1E + 04
1.274390E + 01
1.2634250E + 05
1.0060010E + 02

-2.0232200E + U
-1.0946400E + 01
-1.6513935E + 04
-3.8151503E + 04
-1.1314214E + 01
-8.8053O27E + 02

3.6781400E - 01
0.0000000E + 00

-1.3107788E + 04
1.6513935E + 04

-1.3107788E + 04
-1.3736!'83E + 04
-2.4827680E + U

8.6228lj1E + g2
-2.353941E + 01

4.907650E + 04
3.167319E + 01
1.390470E + 04
2.531960E + 01
3.8981161E + 04
3.8346156E + 01

-1.4483356E + 04
1.5309038E + 01

-2.7179059E + (X
-1.24898G1E + 01

8.4621592E + 03
3.0766625E + O0

7.6529805E + 03
3.6954560E + 00

2.7090381E + 04
2.7090381E + 04

2.8282242E + 04
1.7738436E + 01

4.8350406E + 04
3.1921598E + 01

-1.6489066E + 04

-1.2295232E + 04
1.7326490E + 04

-1.2295232E + 04
-1.2924428E + 04

4.5510095E + 04
4.30473/0E + 01

-1.73264WE + 04

-1.3.132656E + 04
1.6489066E + 04

-1.3132656E + 04
-1.3761852E + (X

3.3962559E + 04
3.4599309E + 01

' AG : AH - IAS + (P - 1lLV, W - W, - TWs + (P - 1)Wv.
" Robie €t al. (1978).

t Andersen and Undsley (1988).

For the binary FerTiOo-MgrTiOo, the model predicts a
very small preference of Mg vs. Fe2* for the tetrahedral
site that decreases with increasing temperature.

INrnncnvsrALLrNE EeurLrBRrA

Ilmenite-spinel

Chemical equilibrium between sp""-il"" is described by
the Fe-Ti exchange reaction

where

AGkn : -RZln(a,"oan. )/(a^ratt)

the oxidation reaction

( l  3)

4FerOo + 02: 6FerO,

where

AG$..: -Rlln[af . /(aLJ")] (14)

and the Fe2t-Mg exchange reaction,

FeTiO, * MgFerOo: Fe3O4 + MgTiO3FeTiO, + FerOo: FerTiOo + FerO,
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1200 1400

Fig. l. Measured values forlalXr.r vs. T for MgFerOo spinels.
The curve is calculated from the site mixing model. Data from
Faller and Birchenall (1970), Kriessman and Harrison (1956),
Brabers and Klerk (1977), and Pucher (1971).

where

AGg.r. : -RZln[a-,a*/(a^"p,,)l (15)

or alternatively

2FeTiO, * MgrTiOo: FerTiOo + 2MgTiO,

and

Ti

Fig. 3. Measured values for talXp"r. ys. Ti for MgFerOo-
Mg,TiOn spinels at 900 'C, I100 "C, and 1200 oC. The curves
are calculated from the site mixing model. Data from Tellier
(1967) (900'C : circles, I 100 qC : fiangles, 1200 € : squares)
and de Grave et al. (1975) (l 100 "C : diamonds).

Johnson et al. (1971), and Speidel (1970). The experi-
ments ofJohnson et al. (1971) and Speidel (1970) were
conducted at high temperatures. They have not been re-
versed, and the spinel may not be stoichiometric. The
results have therefore been excluded from the modeling.
Values for AG$-,u are from Haas (personal communica-
tion) as are values for the buffer curves for the experi-
ments of Pinckney and Lindsley (1976).

One complication in using linear programming is that
the oxidation reaction (Eq. la) is not independent ofthe
exchange reactions (Eqs. 13 and l5). Each reversal de-
scribes a volume of feasible solutions bounded by surfac-
es in Ko*id, K."r,, and Kr.r, space; the apexes of that vol-
ume are the extreme compositional values. Under the
assumption that these surfaces are planar, additional
equations can be written to describe this volume as a series
ofintersecting planes. This approach ensures that the val-
ues of f, are compatible with the other parameters de-
termined using linear programming.

Olivine-ilmenite

Equilibrium between ol"" and il"" can be described by
the exchange reaction

2MgTiO. + FerSiOo:2FeTiOr + MgrSiOo 07)

where

AG Bo, : -RT lnla la J @ r"*a 
")1.

Given the starting composition, each ol""-il"" experi-
ment (Andersen and Lindsley, 1979, l98l; Andersen,
1983; Bishop,1975,1979;Fte.4, Tables 7 and 8) pro-
vides a single constraint on the activity ratio, whereas a

0 m L
000 1 0 0

where

AG %rr, : - R?" ln[a" 
"oa'*/ 

(ao ̂ a ])l
: AG|"., - 2N"9,

Nr9r: t/zfut|"o - p3J + p9,E - p9," ( l  6)

Experiments at relatively low Mg contents of sp"" and
il* have been conducted by Pinckney and Lindsley (1976),

r 0 0

+
.9)
F 0.60

+

r
X-  040

0 . m L
500 7N 900 lt00 1300

r (c)

Fig. 2- Measured values for t61X..2t/r6tXy4* vs. T for FerOo-
MgFerOn spinels. The curve is calculated from the site mixing
model: As discussed in the text the low temperature points (sotd
symbols) at X-": 0.406,0.634, and 0.82 were not used in the
model. Data from Trestrnan-Matts et al. (1984).

MgFe2O4 - Mg2TiO4

o 9(PC Tc[ier (1967)
^ ll0CC
tr IZXrC
oll0(rc decnwetd.(195)

- 900Pc
- - - -u t rc
____rzwc

tr Xnrq = 0.197
o 

- 
0.406

o  0 6 3 4
a 0820
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MgTiO!

. 4

MgrSioo FelFe+Mg

Fig. 4. Diagram of experimental products listed in Table 7.
Arrows indicate direction of reaction. Sp"" and arm"" have not
been reversed.

reversal provides upper and lower bounds on the ratio.
Since linear programming provides an exact solution to
a system of inequalities, the uncertainties in the compo-
sitions of the olivine and ilmenite have been included,
combined with the experimental uncertainties in temper-
ature of  +5-10'C.

Olivine-spinel

The Fe'z*-Mg distribution between ol"" and sp"" can be
described using

2MgFerOo * FerSiOo:2FerOo + MgrSiOo

or given values for the Fe2*-Mg exchange between ol*-il*
(Eq. 17) and between il,"-sp"" (Eq. I 5),

AGo*o : -RT ln[ar"a 2^r/ (ar^a 2^u)]

: AG$o, + 2LG,M,F.. (  l8 )

TABLE 7. New experimental data for il"" and ol"" in equilibrium
with Fe at 1200 "C in evacuated silica tubes

Experi-
ment no. Initial comp

240.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
243.7
243.7
237.5
237.5
237.5
237.5
237.5
237.5
232.0
232.0

ANDERSEN ET AL.: SOLUTION MODELS FOR OXIDES AND OLIVINE

TABLE 8. Experimental data for il* and ol* from Bishop (1976,
1979) at 13 kbar

Temper-
Experi- ature Duration

ment no. 0C) (h)
Hem

Xi.". (mol%) X,"

Mg2

o=
+
o
L
+

F

F t . o
FeeSiOi

86H
55H
85H
82H
50H
83H
53H
51H
74H
84H
54H
65H
90R
59R
89R
88R
63R
87R
60R
78R
58R
77R
66R
6 1 R

1431
1412
1381
1305
1309
1 205
1 2 1 6
1 109
1 108
1004
998
900

1305
1309
1205
1205
1207
1 104
1't07
1004
1008
943
900
910

2.3
2.5
3.2
5.3
5.4

10.7
15.8
31.3
35.3

118.0
112.5

5.0
5.3
4.8

12.4
1',|.7
12.9
27.9
24.2
76.7
53.3

260.8
58.7

285.5

0.477
0.539
0.534
0.555
0.541
0.576
0.548
0.554
0.567
0.592
0.618
0.583
0.718
0.718
0.658
0.739
0.719
0.7u
0.743
0.679
0.759
0.68s
0.724
0.760

0 0.163
3 0.192
0 0.197
1 0.206
0 0.190
2 0.199
6 0.189

11 0 .175
4 0.179
7 0.161

11 0 .184
11 0.138
2 0.335
2 0.315
2 0.252
2 0.331
2 0.307
4 0.308
2 0.286
0 0.266
1 0.298
2 0.232
1 0.228
1 0.266

Duration
(h) Products-

' The experiment numbers ending in H started with il + fo, those ending
in R started with gk + fa.

," xi.: &".1(X*- * X"J*

This equilibrium may also be written as

MgrTiOo + FerSiOo: FerTiOo + MgrSiOd

with

AGo,.o, : - RZ ln[ar.a, 
"r/ 

(ar,ao^)l

: AG|o, + 2acilsr." - 2Lp9, (1e)

where Arr9, is defined in Equation 16.
Experiments for ol""-sp"" equilibria have been conduct-

ed by Jamieson and Roedder (1984), Hill and Sack (1987),
and Rawson and Irvine (1980). The data of Rawson and
Irvine (1980) have not been reversed and have been ex-
cluded from the modeling. Those experiments of Jamie-
son and Roedder (1984) and Hill and Sack (1987) for
which the tie lines have rotated relative to the starting
materials have been included. However it was necessary
to ignore any nonstoichiometry in the spinels, as a defect
model for the spinels is outside the scope of this paper.
As with the ol""-il"" equilibria, Equation 18 (or Eq. 19) can
be rewritten in terms of inequalities by considering the
change in the composition relative to the starting com-
position of the starting materials and an assumed +5- l0
"C uncertainty in temperature.

DrscussroN
Model parameters were derived using linear program-

ming by a simultaneous linear programming solution to
the il,"-sp"" data, the ol""-il"" data, and the ol""-sp"" data. In
addition, the Mn-i1""-garnet"" data of Kress (1986) and
Mn-i|".-sp"" data of Mazzullo et al. (1975) were also fit to

67 llsoFa@
68 llr@Fae
69 llaoFaao
70 llrmFaso
71 llsoFaso
72 lll@Faoo
73 llToFas
74 ll$Fas
75 ll@Fa@
76 lleFaro
77 lloFalo
78 llroFao
79 ll@Faro
80 ll@Fa,o

lls2 sFa72 i
lls4 sFazr o
ll$ sFaB 5
llel oFas4
lle oFa€o
lls oFa4e o
llTo 5Fa*2 o
llTe oFa42 5
ll6e 5Fa2e o
ll6e oFasr o
l11o5Fa4 o
l l rs5Fa lo
ll57 5Fare5
ll-Fa22z

spinel
spinel
spinel ?
spinel ?

armalcolite
armalcolite
armalcolite
armalcolite
armalcolite
armalcolite

" i l :100xJ(xF"+xMJ.
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0 40 
xmg 

0.60 0.80 1.00

Fig. 6. Calculated values for the activities on the binary Fe3O4-
MgFerOo at 400 (dot-dash lines) and 1200 "C (solid lines) using
the site-mixing model. The Akimoto model is ideal (dashed lines).

(1984) require both spinel models to have similar activ-
ities at high temperatures. Calculated activities for this
binary are compatible with those calculated by Nafziger
(1973) based the site-defect data for spinel-hematite and
spinel-magnesiowtistite.

Since there are no phase equilibria data on or near the
MgFerOo-MgrTiOo binary, it is not surprising that the two
spinel models show the largest difference for the activities
on this join (Fig. 8). The Akimoto model is essentially

1.00

xmg

Fig. 7. Calculated values for the activities on the binary
FerTiOo-Mg,TiOo using then site-mixing model at 400 (dot-dash
lines) and 1200 "C (solid lines). The Akimoto model can be
considered to be ideal (dashed lines).
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Fig. 5. Volume data for il-gk from Andersen and Lindsley
(1979), Robie et al. (1978), and this study. The solid line (dashed
: !2o) is calculated using Wno: 0.0108 + 0.0019(1o), and the
dotted line is for ideal mixing.

assure internal consistency. Values for the O buffers for
the il""-sp". experiments and Aco.id are from Haas (per-
sonal communication) and have an uncertainty in Jo, of
+0.05-0.19 log units. The value for AVo', is calculated
using Robie et al. (1978). We have rerefined the V[/u.,,
term (Fig. 5) using least squares, obtaining a symmetric
Wu,*: 0.0108(19). The small volumes determined by
Bishop (1976) might be caused by the presence of a he-
matite component in those samples. One experiment la-
beled B6l (Bishop, 1976) was found to be inconsistent
with the others and was excluded from the modeling. The
model values from the linear programming are based on
a set ofinequalities derived from the bracketed experi-
mental compositions. The inequalities only define an area
offeasible solutions, the preferred values listed in Table
6 are only one such feasible solution and were derived
from an objective function that minimizes the size of the
W"terms. The minimum and maximum values listed in
Table 6 are based on objective functions that minimize
or maximize the value of each parameter. These values
are not independent of each other, but are simply listed
to show the ranges of model values that are compatible
with the data. It should be emphasized that random com-
binations of maximum and minimum values from Table
6 may well lie outside the volume of feasible solutions.

The join il-gk is required to be asymmetric, although
the pressure-dependent term is symmetric and derived
from a least-squares solution of the volume data. The W
terms for this join could be forced to be symmetric at the
price of an asymmetric olivine model.

For the spinel model with the Akimoto distribution.
the FerOo-MgFerOo and FerTiOo-MgrTiOo binaries can
be considered ideal, whereas the site mixing model re-
quires nonideal parameters for both (Figs. 6 and 7). How-
ever, the activities for the site mixing model on the binary
FerOo-MgFerOo approach the Akimoto model at high
temperatures because the data of Jamieson and Roedder

0.00 L
000 0 2 0
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Fig. 8. Calculated values for the activities on the binary
MgFerOn-MgrTiOo at 600 and 1200 "C using the Akimoto model
(dot-dash lines) and the site-mixing model (solid lines). The Aki-
moto model is essentially ideal (dashed line) at 1200'C.

ideal, at high temperature, with a consolute point at 530
"C, Xr: 0.3, whereas the site-mixing model shows pos-
itive deviations from ideality and the corresponding con-
solute point is at 556 "C, Xr: 0.42. However, this dif-
ference is not surprising given the large extrapolation in
composition from the data used in the calibration.

Calculated isopleths of coexisting ol""-il"" are shown in
Figure 9 for Xn"- : 0 and Xn ̂ : 0.05 (dashed lines) at I
bar pressure. Temperatures estimated for coexisting ol,"
and il"" will be too high if the effect of Xn.- is ignored. For
ol".-sp*, calculated isopleths are shown in Figure l0A for

Olivine - Ilneniie
-  X h e m = o o
- - - -  v ,

X"'" = 0 02
Xhem =

004

- - - - - - 0 0 6  
- - -

008 : -
-2 0.1

.2 './

0.3

0 4
0 5
0.6

600 800 1000 rzw
r (c)

Fig. 9. Calculated isopleths of Xi[ : X*/(Xtr + Xo) for co-
existing ol"" and il" as a function of temperature, Xr* : 0 (solid
lines) and Xh"- : 0.05 (dashed lines), I bar.

600 8m 1000 r2m
r (c)

Fig. 10. (A) Calculated isopleths of X"g" for coexisting ol"-
sp"" with X* : 0 (solid lines) and X4 : I (dashed lines) using
the modified Akimoto model for the spinels. (B) Calculated iso-
pleths of X;p" for coexisting ol""-sp"" with X* : 0 (solid lines)
and Xg : I (dashed lines) using the site-mixing model for the
spinels.

the Akimoto model and in Figure l0B for the site mixing
model at X* : 0 and Xiq : l. Both spinel models show
the preference of Mg for the silicate that is somewhat
diminished with increasing Ti content of the spinel. Be-
cause the mixing properties of both spinel models are
very similar for (Fe,Mg),TiOo (see F1C. 7), the isopleths
at Xn: I are similar but diverge significantly ar X*:
0. The Akimoto model predicts a much greater prefer-
ence of Mg for olivine than the site-mixing model. For
il""-sp"" with Xil : I and Xr'l- : 0, isopleths calculated
using the Akimoto model are shown as dashed lines and
those for the site model as solid lines in Figure I l. Both
models predict a slight preference of Mg for ilmenite.

The partitioning of Fe'z*-Mg among i1"., sp"", and ol." is
relatively temperature insensitive as shown in Figures 9-
I l. Except at low temperatures, the isopleths are nearly
flat, which would yield large uncertainties in any temper-
atures estimated from these exchange reactions. In ad-
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Fig. ll. Calculated isopleths of Xffis for coexisting il*-sp"_
with Xq : I and XiL- : 0 using rhe modified Akimoto model
(dashed lines) and site model (solid lines) for the spinels.

dition, for most rocks where the modal abundance of
olivine is much greater than that of the oxides, the effect
of the reequilibration of cornpositions upon cooling would
be a negligible or very slight increase in the Mg content
of the olivine.

For the pu{poses of il""-sp." geothermometry and O ba-
rometry, the effect of Mg on the thermometric informa-
tion obtained is dependent on the amount of Mg in the
oxides. In addition to providing more accurate values for
T and for, tempsratures calculated from the exchange of
Fe2*-Mg allow a useful indication of the degree of equi-
librium between the two oxides. If only one oxide is pres-
ent, precluding the use of the il""-sp"" geothermometer and
O barometer, and assemblage ol." * oxide (il* or sp.) +
quartz can be used to derive qualitative estimates for Z
and fo,based on the displacernent of the equilibria FMe

2FerOo + 3SiOr: 3FerSiOo + O,
or FHQ (Frost er al. 1988)

ZFerO, + 2SiOr:2FerSiOo + Or.

The relative insensitivity of the partitioning of Fe2*-
Mg between Fe-rich olivine and oxides (Figs. 9 and l0),
combined with the low Mg content of the oxides and
compositional uncerlainties, result in large uncertainties
in absolute values for calculatod temperatures and fo".
Qualitative results for T-fo, paths can be obtained and
are shown in Figure 12. For clarity, only one set of spinel
isopleths for a Ti content of 0.8 with X*I: Mg/(Mg +
Fe'z+)l :0,0.01,0.03, and 0.05 is shown (long-dash short-
dash lines) with the corresponding olivine isopleths (short-
dash lines). These radiate to higher values of f, from the
four-phase QUilF (quartz * 2 ulvtlspinel : 2 i[menite +
fayalite) assemblage (Frost et at. 1988, Fig. 12 solid lines).
For olivine * ilmenite + quartz, one set of ilmenite iso-
pleths with X*^: 0.01 and X*"1: X*/(X* + X')l : 0,
0.01, and 0.05, is shown along with the corresponding

Fig. 12. Temperature vs. AFMQ F log,J", - log,o/"rFMQ)
for olivine + oxide + qtafiz assemblages at I bar. For clarity
only, one ilmenite and spinel composition is plotted and the
effects ofpressure and melting have been ignored. The solid lines
are the univariant curves for olivine * ilmenite + spinel +
quartz, the heavy solid line is the approximate location of the
reaction, olivine : pyroxene + qtafiz (Smith, l97l), the dashed
lines are olivine isopleths, the dash-dot lines are for an ilmenite
with Xh"- : 0.01 and X*: 0.0,0.01, and 0.05, and the long
dash-short dash lines are for a spinel with Xr, : 0.8 and X* :
0.0, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05. The shallow intersection of olivine-
oxide isopleths makes this a poor geothermometer and O ba-
rometer, but it can be used to provide qualitative estimates of
T and for.

olivine isopleths. The shallow intersection of the ol"" and
il"" or sp." isopleths results in large uncertainties in esti-
mated temperatures but does allow the phases to be used
for qualitative estimates of temperature and for.

A maximum temperature for the assemblage ol"" * il""
+ qtz can be obtained from the displacement of FHQ
and its intersection with QUIIF. The assemblage ol* +
il"" * qtz is constrained to temperatures and ,fo, below
that of QUIIF. Likewise, a minimum temperature for the
assemblage ol"" + sp"" * qtz is obtained from the inter-
section of FMQ with QUIIF (a maximum temperature is
obtained from the melting of ol""). The assemblage ol"" +
sp"" + qtz is constrained to temperatures and values of
.6, above that of QUIIF. Since the stability of ol"" + qtz
is pressure dependent (Smith, l97l), the region of T-fo,
in which the assemblage ol * oxide + qtz is stable de-
creases with increasing pressure.

Although we have not experimentally calibrated either
of these reactions, there are some experimental data
available to test the oxidation reaction involving olivine,
ilmenite, and quartz. Andersen and Lindsley (1979) re-
ported the appearance ofquartz in exchange experiments
involving Fe-rich olivine and ilmenite, conducted at an
,f", defined by the Co-CoO buffer. Temperatures and val-
ues off, calculated from the extreme compositional val-
ues of these experiments are shown in Figure 13. Al-
thsrgh the hematite contents of these experiments have

m
r (c)

Q c + S p + I + O t  ( M g )



2Fe2SiO4 + 02 = 2Pg2O3 + 2sio'2
2Ol + 02= 2ll + 2Qfz

Or l c ;=  982  l kba r
A 8@ I kbar
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500 l l m

Fig. 13. Temperature vs. AFMQ (: log,o/", - log,ofrFMQ)
for selected ol*-il* data ofAndersen and Lindsley (1979) in which
quartz was also present at 982 "C (circle), 800 qC (triangle), and
700 "C (diamonds), I kbar pressure and fo, defined by the Co-
CoO buffer. These experiments were used only to constrain the
partitioning of Fe'?+-Mg between ol""-il"" and not the oxidation
reaction involving o1",, i1,", and quartz. These experiments are
used to demonstrate the internal consistency of the thermody-
namic data and solution models. The polygons represent calcu-
lated temperatures and /o, from the exchange and oxidation re-
actions based on extreme compositions from the experiments.
Note that the brackets at 800 qC are only consistent with the
temperature of the experiment at one extreme of the bracket that
is also at the Co-CoO buffer.

not been reversed, there is a composition within the
bracket that is also consistent with the ,6, of the experi-
ment. For the 800'C experiment, the only composition
that is consistent with the temperature of the experiment
is at the extreme compositional limit of the bracket; it is

also the only composition that yields a consistent /or.
Even though this may be fortuitous, it does provide a
check on the internal consistency of the models.

CoNcr-usroNs

A solution model has been developed for coexisting
ol".-il"., sp*-i|., and ol*-sp"" using linear programming. The
ilmenite solution model is based on asymmetric ternary
Margules solution and is internally consistent with a spi-
nel model based on a modified Akimoto cation distri-
bution and a spinel model that includes the effects of site
mixing. The Akimoto model is simpler in functional form
and is adequate to describe the macroscopic properties of
iron-magnesium-titanium spinels. The Fe-Mg partition-
ing between ol""-i1""-sp"" is relatively temperature insensi-
tive, which limits the usefulness of that partitioning in
geothermometry. These models, however, will allow rnore
precise estimates of Z and .fo, for il"" and sp"" and, in
addition, qualitative estimates of 7" and ,fe, for ol"" +
oxide(il"" or sp"") * qtz assemblages.

Programs to calculate temperatures arrd fo, for coex-
isting oxides and olivine are available from the authors.
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Experimental conditions

Starting materials were the same as those of Andersen
and Lindsley (1979) and consisted of mechanical mixtures
of ol"" and il." of known composition. In order to reverse
the Fe'z*-Mg distribution, each mechanical mixture was
paired with another having the same bulk composition,
but with different olivine and ilmenite compositions.
These were placed in Fe capsules in order to minimize
the Fe3* content. These capsules were then sealed within
evacuated silica tubes and reacted for 9- I 0 d at I 200 "C.
Pt-Pt l0o/o Rh thermocouples were used to monitor the
temperature; precision of the temperature is estimated to
be + 5 'C. Starting compositions, experimental condi-
tions, and products are listed in Table 7. Products were
identified optically, from X-ray powder patterns and from
microprobe analyses. All compositions were determined
with an ARL-EMX-SM automated electron microprobe
using the reduction techniques ofBence and Albee (l 968)
and Albee and Ray (1970). Compositions of the products
are shown in Figure 4. The microprobe analyses for the
ilmenite show a small but consistent excess of Ti (< lolo)
relative to stoichiometry and may indicate the presence
of Ti3*.
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G*: G,o.^ + G"-*."

which can be expanded as a Taylor series

G*:g ' f+2x,s !+>>XXis i

Spinel mixing models

For a phase with n independent compositional vari-
ables the nonconfigurational energy, G*, can be written as

Site mixing model

In order to explicitly include the effects of cation dis-
order on the mixing properties for spinels containing Fe2+,
Fe3*, Mg2*, and Ti4*, two order parameters have to be
included in the expansion of G* (Eq. A3). The composi-
tional variables for a stoichiometric spinel are defined as

Yr.: NT

X, : Nr,

where { is the number of cations per 4 O atoms. Re-
stricting Ti4* to the octahedral site, the order parameters
are defined as

Xo: t+t \ " t*

X' : lel\-"t*

where 0 = X4 + X, = l. However, these parameters are
not independent of the composition, i.e., X, < Xt and Xo
< 2 - 2X2. The remaining site occupancies are then

I 4 1 X F e 2 + : l - X 4 - X 5

I6tXr.z*: Vz(X2 - X3 + X4 + Xs)
I6IXF&': Vz(2 - 2X' - Xo)
I6tX6"z*: r/z(X' - Xr)
r6txr.4+ : r/2x2.

The nonconfigurational energy, G*, is defined using a
second degree Taylor expansion in terms of the indepen-
dent compositional (X, and Xr) and order variables (Xo
and Xr). The third degree term g!r, has been added to fit
the mt-il data of Buddington and Lindsley (1964) and
Spencer and Lindsley (1981). The significance of the glu
terms can then be determined by setting the compositions
to the end-members and binaries.

Binaries

The binary FerOo-MgFerOo is modeled as a quaternary
with two normal and two inverse end-members in which
the mole fractions can be written as

X1o1o.r*,u1o.1*60 : | - Xo - Xs

X,oro.r*,u,o.r*,u,o" t+oa : Xa - X3 + X5

X 31y"101p.1*60: X5

X1o;p.,*1u;1,1*1u;p",* on: X3 - Xr.

The meaning of the gf terms can be equated to a sym-
metric Margules type model (Wu : Wi, C'!jo: 0) for the
excess tenns using Equations Al and A3, and

Gra.nr: 2 x,C!

or substituting in the mole fractions of the end members
as defined above:

G* : Gtf,1o.r*rup";*6n(l - Xo - Xt)

(Al)

+>>2xx,xrs fo  (A2)
i :2 j : i  k: j

where the summation is over n variables, which includes
both ideal and excess contributions to the free energy.

The excess function is assumed to be the sum of the
individual ternaries and binaries (Andersen and Lindslev.
l  98 l ) ,

O".*-: ? rz
+ >> 2 wu,xx,xo

i  j t+i  k,k+iJ

(A3)

where for a ternary,

wu: -sI - 2si"
w',: -si - strt
W,*: -gIo - 2g't*

Wu,: -{to - gt*

W*: -str + gjl'r - gf* - ck + sf* - 2st*

Wui: -BI + gfr - stu - 2sj, + giu - Btor

Wur: gli + gtw - t/r@fkk + gj) (A4)

and

cI: Wu - 2W,,

gl*: vz(wu - 3w1,+ wik - 3wki

+ wjk + w;) + wrk

gto: W,u - 2Wo,

gli: Wi, - Wu

gf,o: lz(3W1t - 3W, + Wki - Wik

- Iryjk + W,) - Wro

g;**: Vz(W1, - W, t 3Wk - 3W,k

* ,,u - wd - w,jk

8'loo: Wu, - W,u. (A5)

By setting the composition to the limiting end-mem-
bers, binaries, and ternaries, the gi* can be defined in
terms of end-member energies and Margules-type coef-
ficients for excess energies of mixing.

w,;,x,(x, * + ̂P,,rr)

* Gfolp"r*1u1p"r*1u1p"r*6^(Xo - X3 + Xs)
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* G[1yr1u1p.;*60X5

* GTorp.,*rururru4..*on(X3 - X5)

+ wr(l - x4 - Xr)(xo - x3 + xs)

+ w3x5(l - Xo - xr)

+ wb(t - x4 - xs)(4 - xs)

+ w}xs(x4 - x3 + xs)

+ WB(X3 - Xr)(Xo - X3 + X5)

+ wyxs(x3 - x). (A6)

Before simplifring and relating Equation 4,6 to the ex-
pansion of Equation 42, it will be convenient to define
the differences in the inverse and normal end-member
energres as

Ap fr : G f;,;p.".*1u1o"'*,u,o"r*oo - Gt,o"r*,u,r";*,rn

ApTl : G[1p.,*1u1rr,u,.".*60 - Gfi,rr,u,."g*6o
and

Arrit : Gtn,a.r*,u'.r,u,a"r*ou - Gf,,o.r*,6rFe2+r6rFe3+o4.

Then for Equation ,4,6

Gx : Gfao.,*rorpel+o+ * Xr(Ap!, - Wlt + Wr3)

+ Xo(Apr*1 * Wt)

+ xr(apfi - Apf: + w|t + wr, - wrr)

- x3wr, + x3x4(w1t - wt + wB)

+ x3xs(w|t - wn - wB + w71 + 2wB)

- XlWt, + X+Xse2Wt, - Wn * Wn

+  wn-  wn )

+ x?(-wr, - wr, - wn * wB + wn - w,r)
(A7)

and equating terms in Equation A7 and the expansion of
Equation ,A'2 yields the definitions in Table 4 which can
then be solved for Apf and Wr.

The terms Apfl and Apf, are the differences between
the inverse and normal cation distribution for pure mag-
netite and magnesium ferrite, and Ap f, is the difference
between an inverse magnesium ferrite and inverse mag-
netite. The W| are excess energies of mixing with Wr,
and Wh for pure magnetite and for pure magnesium fer-
rite [or mixing of Fe2+ (or Mg) with Fe3* between the
tetrahedral and octahedral sitesl, and Wy and W, are
for Fe2* and Mg on the tetrahedral and octahedral sites
for a completely normal and inverse spinel. The inclusion
of the cross terms Wr, and WB allows for nonideal mix-
ing of charge-coupled substitutions of t4lFe2+ I6lFe3+ -
t+lFer+ I6lMg and tatFe3+ t6tFe2+ _ t4lMgt6tFe3+.

The pseudobinary, FerOo-FerTiOo, is modeled as a ter-
nary solution using Equations A2 and ,A'4. Using the def-

initions in Equation A4 and because Btcc : Btr2o : Btoo
: 0 ,

W t r :  W r r

Wrt  -  Wrr :  Wr,  -  W,r :  Wr, ,

then simplifoing the definitions for W^, WD and, W1n,

w r , :  - B L +  B l o -  e t o -  E ! r ,

W'z:  -Etz + S; ,  -  9 to -  28L,

Wrrz:  8\zr .

In this subsystem there are three end-member eneryies,
six binary Ws, and one ternary W, but there are only
seven gflo (Eq. A4), so not all of the Ws are independent
because the third degree terms, glro and gf*, have been
set to zero. This leads to relations such as Ylrrr: Wt -
Wn: W^ -  Wrr .

For FerTiOo-MgrTiOo, Xr: l, Xo : 0, and Equation
A,2 reduces to

G*: g'f  + cl + ct2+ X3Gt + gl) + X,(c! + cr,)
+ x\s!, * xrxrg!, + xlg!, + g!,, (A8)

or using the previous definitions of gijk and defining

tp!, : G fr."r*1u1p"r*,u11,o0 + G tn,rr,u,rrr,u,t,oo

- (Gt,.*",."*r6)Tio4 + G[,."r*,u,.r,u,t,oo)

: 2S,t, + S!,

: Wt, * Wr, - Wr, - Wrt
and

Ap ir : G f,r;1q"10;p.r+rorlioa - G fn 
""r*,urrrru,r;o.

: c f  +s t  +g f ,+C f ,

then gl! can be defined as

glr: Ap* - Ap'h + Apf, - Wr * Wr - W,r.

Equation A8 can then be rewritten as

G * : G'fo$"r*l6rFe2+r51r.io!

+ y2x3(Glr)Mst6tMc{6tTio4 G?lr"z+reine:+roirioa)

+ Apf,(X, - VzX) - A,1r\(t/zX3 - X3X5 + X?)

+ wB(x3 - xrxl - x3 + xs)

+ w\x)(r - x).

The pseudobinary MgFerOo-MgrTiOo is then treated in
the same way as that for FerOo-FerTiOo. Because the third
degree terms other than g|r, have been set to zero,

WY: W' t

and

Wol - Wso: W* - Wro: Wt n
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Because only one third degree term has been included + WBX5(I - Xo - Xr)
(g!rr), the ternary coefficient (Wun) is the same for both
magnetite-ulvospinel and magnesium ferrite-qandilite. + WBI(\ - X'Xl - X, - X) + X{J

Summary + WBX,(X4+ Xs- X3)
Using the above definitions, the nonconfigurational en-

ergy, Gi, can be rewritten as + WB(X3 - X')(X, - X, * X4 + Xs)

G*: Gf,."r*iurr";*60(l - Xr)+ Gf;;p"'*1u1p"r*,u;116/2 
+ WvXs(X3- Xs)

+ Apl{xo+ Xs1 - xr)l+ Lpt,X, *vzw"X'lXo - (l - X,)(l -2x,)l

+ A1r\Xr(X, - l) + Ap\XrX, I t/zWTX.tlXo + (l - Xr)(l - 2xr)l

+ W|J(X4+ Xr)( l  -  X2+ X3- X4- Xr) -  Xr l  + WF.Nr( l  -  Xr*  Xr-  X)-  W*JrXr.


